Japonismes 2018: les ames en ressonance

The “Japonismes 2018: les ames en ressonance” exhibition at the Japanese Embassy in Paris, which opened on July 13, 2018, aims to showcase the cultural and artistic exchanges between Japan and France. The exhibition features works by Japanese and French artists, as well as historical objects and materials, to highlight the shared values and influences that have shaped both cultures over time.

Delivering high-quality products designed to benefit customers

In Europe, the company continues to respond to the demands of its customers in Europe through our NTK Spark Plugs (France) SAS with customers at INTERMAT PARS 2018.

Toric Carbon Fibers Europe - A French-Japanese success story

The success of the new Toric T123 is a milestone in the company’s history. The new control system and compact rubber track lead to a new performance level, encompassing all market and spare parts segments. The new control system is one of the top technological achievements in the automotive sector and is designed to meet the needs of its customers in Europe.

Igniting the automotive industry through innovation and development

Our “Flame of Dreams” project demonstrates our commitment to innovation and development. The project aims to ignite the automotive industry by focusing on the development of new technologies and solutions. WeAre Group is committed to driving the development of new technologies and solutions that will shape the future of the automotive industry.

On French roads, Honda takes a leading position

Honda France is also active in the French market. In 2017, Honda cars and motorcycles sold in France accounted for 40% of the company’s turnover in Europe. Honda France is a leading total solutions provider and is committed to providing high-quality products and services to its customers in France.

Delivering innovations for a better workspace in the future

WeAre Group is committed to providing innovative solutions that enhance the workplace experience. The company is focused on providing high-quality products and services that help businesses and organizations operate more efficiently and effectively.

WeAre Pacific – combining family values and stronger to ensure success

The company's successful entry into the automotive sector was achieved through the acquisition of Singapour’s Globalmatics Group. The acquisition of Globalmatics Group has helped WeAre Pacific to become a leading total solutions provider, combining family values and business performance to ensure success.
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Explore the future now

Sponsorship content

Casio: one of Japan's leading electronics brands that includes calculators, optical and opto-mechanical components and systems, and industrial and gasoline products. Casio is a company opened its Europe and as a commercial company, we are not simply chasing profit. It is important for us to continue contributing to French society through our products, creativity and "user first" campaign.

The G350s: The new innovative grating calculator for high school students which includes the Python programming language.

OLF-based VESSEL Group is a leading manufacturer of screwdrivers, precision industrial tools and electronic diagnostic equipment. "With bits and screws found in everyday objects, screwdrivers are an essential element in almost every industrial project. There is an array of screwdrivers for both electronic and mechanical systems, industrial and gasoline engines, automobiles and a market in which VESSEL continues to invest for future success. Established in 1916, the company has had a presence on Europe as an office on the outskirts of Japan and recognized that in Europe, France was the preferred market for us.

Kanako Tokunaka, Managing Director of Vessel Europe: establish an office, recalled Kanako Tokunaka, managing director of VESSEL Europe. "The most important thing for us is to be as close as possible to our customers, especially in Paris, where we have developed close relationships with French educational institutions and our "user first" approach makes our collaboration close. With over six decades of experience in the industry, VESSEL has provided innovative products that have enhanced people's lives and two decades in France, Casio is working closely with various sectors through its array of products, enhancing its position in France and as a commercial company, Casio is not simply chasing profit. Casio's globally recognized brands include the G-shock and the iconic B5000 (a revamp of the iconic D-shock). We have put a full-field approach in place in France and as a commercial company, Casio is not simply chasing profit. It is important for us to continue contributing to French society through our products, creativity and "user first" campaign.

Strengthening partnerships with French industrial players and European customers

A leader within Japan and Asia's photonics industry for 40 years, optical and opto-mechanical component manufacturer, Sigtar Koki Group established in 1959. "As the director of the European Research and Development Center, I have the opportunity to work with industry leaders and my dream is to collaborate and grow our business in the future."

Casio's contribution to France and as a commercial company, Casio is not simply chasing profit."Our founder was looking to collaborate locally to grow our business and as a company due to the size of the market, we are able to be in closer proximity to our customers," said Guy Ear, president and chief executive officer of OptoSigma Europe. "Our "user first" approach makes our collaboration close. With over six decades of experience in the industry, VESSEL has provided innovative products that have enhanced people's lives and two decades in France, Casio is working closely with various sectors through its array of products, enhancing its position in France and as a commercial company, Casio is not simply chasing profit. It is important for us to continue contributing to French society through our products, creativity and "user first" campaign.

Light solutions shine bright in France

As the director of the European Research and Development Center, I have the opportunity to work with industry leaders and my dream is to collaborate and grow our business in the future."

Casio's contribution to France and as a commercial company, Casio is not simply chasing profit. Horiba France SAS.